Clinic Summary Notes

**Clinic Topic: Innovation Hub: Twinrider** Gina Van der Werf ginavanderwerf@gmail.com; 1. Learn more about Prodaptive and Gina van der Werf at [https://prodaptive.nl/about](https://prodaptive.nl/about).

2. The Twinrider is an adaptive snowboard designed for wheelchair users. Read more about the Twinrider and watch performance videos at [https://prodaptive.nl/about-the-twinrider/](https://prodaptive.nl/about-the-twinrider/).


4. Twinrider new to your Resort and you want to use this equipment? Be transparent with mountain management regarding on-snow access by meeting with the mountain safety team to discuss the attributes of the Twinrider, demonstrate how it can be safely loaded and unloaded from the chairlift, describe which user groups may benefit from riding the equipment, and give an on-snow demonstration of the Twinrider.